THE SPECIALIST IN
FRESH MUSHROOMS

Mushrooms

A true Superfood
Good food needs to be as close as the

With our tailor-made supermarket concepts

supermarket or greengrocer. Mushrooms

we offer an unseen addition to every su-

are convenient and super healthy. However

permarket.

most people consume only 2-3 commonly
known types of mushrooms.

Added value
Attractive packaging

Green Mushroom Farm offers a wide variety

Tailor-made shop concept

of the best quality mushrooms under its

Year round availability guaranteed

Starchamps brand. Always ready to cook

Seasonal product offerings

and attractively presented.

High margins

Healthy and unique addition to
your supermarket assortment

People who eat mushrooms, supply themselves with nutrients in amounts which
usually are not found in vegetables.
With no fat and cholesterol and low on kilojoules, mushrooms perfectly fit in a
healthy diet we all strive for.

About

Starchamps
STARCHAMPS is the top brand of Green Mushroom Farm, a specialized mushroom trading
company. With our broad range of wild-, exotic-, and cultivated mushrooms we deliver the
best quality throughout the world. Not because we say so, but because our clients do.

STARCHAMPS stands for diversity, quality and specialized products. With a very strict and
careful selection of suppliers we always ensure premium quality: Fresh-, tasty- and safe
products with a maximum shelf-life.

Wild- and cultivated mushrooms
year-round available

The best known mushrooms are available in the autumn, but there are mushrooms all year
round. Each season comes with different types of mushrooms. Our extensive knowledge and
experience enables us to advise and assist you in many ways. We are specialists in the field of
exotic mushrooms from South-Korea like: Eryngii, Shimeji and Enoki.
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Starchamps is the top brand of Green Mushroom Farm. We deliver the best quality mushrooms from
home and abroad throughout the world.

Year round availability

Service

Quality

We understand that continuity and product

For many years now, Green Mushroom Farm has

Our business philosophy is to trade in only the

availability are important factors on a company’s

been striving to offer the very best service. Our

highest quality mushrooms. To ensure our high

succes. Therefore we guarantee a year round

entire organization is arrange in such a way to

product quality and safety we have developed a

ensure that our customer’s wishes can be satisfied

strict quality management programme. This way

in all cases.

we are able to offer the highest quality mushrooms

- Fast delivery times

available on the market.

availability on all cultivated
mushrooms and in any
quantity you need.

- Order handling 6 days a week
- Flexible delivery times
- Various packaging units

Attractive packaging
Product packaging plays an important role in the buying decision of shoppers. They appreciate attractive packaging and are willing to pay a higher price for products which are attractively packed.
We have introduced a completely new packaging line for our Starchamps brand. Also we offer
tailored packaging units depending on our clients needs.
Packaging tailored on our clients needs

Customizable weights per packaging unit
starting at 80 gr.

Single- and multi product mixes available

Ready to cook products for quick and
easy integration in any supermarket.

High volume
packaging
Also for all high volume needs in industries like catering, hospitality and restaurants we offer attractive packaging and the best products available on the market. From ready to cook mushroom
mixes to high volume single mushroom packaging.

Attractive packaging

Available in high volumes and year-round

Products with highest possible shelf life

Available in units of 1 kg and 3 kg

NEED MORE INFORMATION OR
WANT TO ORDER SAMPLES?

Green Mushroom Farm
Jogchem van der Houtweg 84d
2678 HA De Lier
The Netherlands
+31 (0) 174 526 430
+31 (0) 6 20 70 88 79
sales@greenmushroomfarm.nl
www.greenmushroomfarm.nl

